
CTRM as a Service

Flexible modular deployment - choose 
required functionality only

Modern technology based on a modular 
microservices architecture and the latest 
software, cloud, security practices.

Dynamic, on-the-fly reporting on any device, 
any time

Trade and Risk Analytics 

Powerful, easy-to-use scenario analysis
allowing users to gain insight into various 
elements of risk exposure

Flexible, multi-dimensional simulations
showing exposures to commodities, FX and 
other market factors 

Easy / Fast Implementation
Pre-populated reference data, built-in
connections for market data and trade
support provide for rapid deployment

Upload/integration tools and APIs for easy, 
two-way connectivity to the rest of your 
organization

No costly implementation project or upgrade 
process & fees

Continuous, seamless improvements to 
software

Contact CTRM Cloud

sales@ctrmcloud.com  |         628 888 2508  |         www.ctrmcloud.com

CTRM as a Service for real-time

trade capture, mark to market and risk across all commodities.
Native Cloud | Fast Implementation | High performance |
Modular Deployment | Lower Cost

San Francisco, Chicago, NYC

Stress-test multiple risk scenarios in real time 

We chose the CTRM Cloud solution because of 
its robust risk management functionality 
allowing users to gain insight into various 

elements of risk exposure , including a broad 
range of analyses including easy-to-use scenario 

analysis, multi-dimensional simulations and 
stress testing in real time.

Unlike other CTRM systems, CTRM Cloud offers 
immediate value. We were able get all our 

trades into the system, have a complete view of 
our positions, mark-to-market, P&L and risk 
within the first week of starting to use the 

system.

Doug Condron, 3 Rivers Energy



TRADES/POSITIONS
Trade Capture Including Physical, Financial, Exchange*
Deal Types
    Physicals
    Futures
    Swaps
    Spread Swaps
    Options
    Spread Options 
    FX Spots & Forwards
Real-time Connectivity for Exchange Trades
    CME
    ICE
Trade Entry
    GUI
    Upload (csv)
    API

MARKET DATA
Commodity prices, forward & basis curves
Volatilities
Correlations
FX quotes & curves
Interest rate curves
Historical market data
Market Data Connectivity
    Morningstar
    Reuters
Market Data Entry
    GUI
    Upload
    API

CROSS COMMODITY
Crude and Liquids
Natural Gas
NGL
Power
   Hourly and Subhourly
Coal
Ags
Metals

RISK MANAGEMENT
Financial and physical positions
MTM and PnL (including realized/unrealized, priced/unpriced)
Simulations - commodities, FX, rates
Scenario Analysis
VaR - including ETL & component VaR numbers
Stress Testing
Aggregate risk measures with ability to drill down to trade level.

REFERENCE DATA
Prepopulated reference data
    Commodities
    Pricing Indices
    Locations
    UOMs
    Currencies
    Holiday calendars
    Listed derivatives/exchange info (contract specs, expiries)
Customer reference data
    Books and book hierarchy
    Reporting hierarchies (commodities, locations)
    Business entities
    Reference Data Entry
    GUI
    Upload
    API

SYSTEM-WIDE/TECHNICAL
Currency conversions
UOM conversions
Permissioning
Personalization
Audit/traceability
Security
High availability/failover
Disaster recovery/data replication
Self administration/self support
BI Tools (drill down, aggregation, pivot, filter, etc.)
Export to excel
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* CTRMCloud has full support for commodity-specific structures such as heat rate, tolling agreement, transmission, FTRs, transport,
storage, park & loan, etc. Please contact sales@ctrmcloud.com for more details pertaining to your business.


